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The Real palace ("palau del Real") of Valencia was demolished in 1810 by order 
of the local authorities facing the menace ol the French imperial army, but it had 
been until then one of the major historical buildings, comparable wirh other royal 
residences in capital cities of the Crown of Aragon. Archaeological evidence, his- 
iorical plans and views and, above all, abundant alrhough scattered documentary 
sources allow us to retrace the main steps of its history, building and uses in the 
context of gothic architecture and to compare it with some other courts established 
in the Crown of Aragon and in Western Europe in 14l" and 15'h centuries. During 
this period, the Real was the scene of magnificence and an ensemble of apartments 
ready to entertain the royal family and their guests. 
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When James 1 conquerrd the city of Valencia, he rejected the Muslim kings' 
citadel as bis seat, although the centres of power of the Christian new city were 
centred around it, including the episcopal palace, the cathedral and the first seat of 
the municipal governmcnt, and chose the "almunia" or recreational estate that the 
Muslim kings o1 the Taifa had built on the other side of the river outside the walled 
city as his temporary residence'. This decision can be compared to those taken by 
the king and his predecessors when taking possession of other old Islamic capitals 
such as Lleida, Saragossa or Tortosa. In al1 these cases, they adapted a residence 
separated irom the urban centre as a palace for the Christian monarchs who ruled 
over these cities from then on. In the case of Valencia, as well as syinbolic reasons 
(the building had been the scene of the negotiations that led to the Muslim sur- 
render in 1238. and the transfer of the main seat of power marked a new epoch), 
the situation of the Real had practica1 advantages, such as the visual doininion oi 
the recently conquered city from the nortb bank of the Turia, the good defensive 
position. the availability of terrain for future extensions and reforms and, especially, 
the kitchen gardens and gardens that had converted this sector into a pleasant and 
comfortable landscape for a roya1 residence. The place was less the site for a palace 
than an extension of fertile and well watered terrain, that gave it the name oi The 
Real that is still remembered, with its fine views of the walled city, the river's flood- 
plain and the sea in the distance2. 
It is probable that rebuilding was rather modest at first and did not go beyond 
the establishment of a chapel, and adapting rooms and spaces for the most pressing 
residential and representative functions. ln  other words, the change of use was only 
relative compared with the Islamic "almunia" and snbject to the frequency and 
duration of the stays by the monarchs and their families in the city and the urge 
to show the majesty of the monarch in bis own place. When Alfonso X the Wise 
stopped in Valencia on his way to the councit of Lyon, only the Castilian monarch 
could stay in the Real, while his direct family and most of his retinue were lodged 
in other houses in the city3. However, the works did not take long and Peter 111 the 
Great carried out works of a certain importance in the decade of 1280, under the 
supervision of the Valencian Jew, Vives aben Vives, for the stay of his wife Constance 
oí Sicily. His successor Alfonso 111, the Benign, wanted to see everything ready for 
l.  This ariicle ir part of the research projecl AiquitEcn<ra en construcción en el ámbito vnlenciano de la Edud 
Media v Moderno iHUM 2004-5445lARTEl financed wiih PEDER funds and starts froni a studv o1 the 
documeniation, rnainly from the Archivo del Reino de Valencia. aboui the building woik together with 
rcsearch shared wiih Dr. Luis Arciniega, wiio 1 wish Lo rhank foi his contributions, a l ihouh  any eriors 
and omissions are the authors exclusive responsibility A resume of the work carried ou<toXether can 
be read in the work coordinared by D i  Josep Vicent Boira. ElPalacio Realde Valencia. Lospianos deManuel 
Cavaliero (1802). Valencia: Ayuntamienro dc Valencia, 2006: 83-90. 
2. The confusion between the adjective "real" applied io the residencc of rhe monarchs and the noun 
"Real", derived from the Arab rahal. has lasted to ihe present, bu[ thc historical souices. beginning wirh 
the Llibre de1 Repartiment and the chronicle of James 1, leave no room for doubts: the palace and its sur- 
roundings were called dei Real. See ihe prercntation by Roque Chabás from the 1767 nianuscript. in 
Teixidor, José. Antigüedades de Valencia, Roque Chabás dic. Valencia: E1 Archivo. 1895: l. 437-439. 
3. Ruhió Balaguer Jordi. Vida ilrpafioln en épocagótica. Barcelona: Abadia de Monrserrat. 1985 (2""ed.l: 
83. 
his amval in the city in 1286 and two years later pressed the "Baile general" (crown 
representative), Bernat Guillem Catala, to finish the new works on the Real4. Peter 
the Great had stipulated that the court would move from one palace to another over 
the year in each of his kingdoms and during his absence a man of confidence would 
have custody of the residente'. By then, the monarchs of the Crown of Aragon liad 
an itinerant court that accompanied them wherever their presence was needed and 
which required adequate residences available in al1 the capitals of their states: the 
Almudaina in Majorca, the Zudas of Huesca and Lleida, the Aijafería in Saragossa, 
the Roya1 Palace in Barcelona, the castte of the I<ing in Tarragona among others6. As 
well as its position clase to tlie urban centre, the Real of Valencia shared with some 
o1 these the imprint of Islamic tradition in its rooms and decoration, even after the 
Christian conquest, given that Mudejar craftsmen worked on the Valenóan Real 
from the end of the lYh  century. Each of the palaces also had to respond to the 
specific identity of the territory where the power of the monarcii was seated and, 
in consequence, the Real could also reffea how the crown understood irs relations 
with the "cap i casal del Regne de Valencia" (head and council of the kingdom of 
Valencia). 
In spile of everytlling, the monarchs of the Crown of Aragon took some time 
to define their image o1 power through the architecture of their palaces. In a long 
process that covered almosi all the 1 4 I h  ccntiiry, the way of distributing, using and 
decorating these surroundings changed in line with the growing complexity of 
tbe court ceremonial, the growth of the retinues and trains that accompanied the 
monarchsand the desire to emulate other royal housesin their sense of magnificence. 
As the Valencian, Saint Vicent Ferrer would say in one of his sermons, "cort i palau 
de rei, requer gran casa" (court andpalace of king, these require a great house) and 
Francesc Eiximenis commented how the liberality reached magnificence ordering 
the building of "notables cases e notabiement ordenades, axí en hedificis com en 
gran regiment, e en reebre persones nobles aitament. E notes acíalcuns grans doctors 
que lo príncep magnífich principalmente deu attendre a la obra que attén a fer, que 
sia alta e bella e noble e feta excel.lentment, que no a la pecunia quate sera e que 
deu aver sobre ella gran estudi, pus que sap y és bastante e poderósW7. The houses 
that were really the royal apartments owed a great deal to the attention of the 
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4. Ortiz, Jori: Mariano. Descubriniienfos de las leyes palat»ias y derechos que t i m e  Vuestra Majestad como Rey de 
A r a g á ~  en vuestro Palace Realde Valen&. Madrid: Imprenta Andrés dc Sotos, 1782; Fullana. Lluís. "El Palaii 
del Real". Cultura Valennana. 1 (1926): 2 - 5 .  
5 .  Fullaiia. Lluís. "El Palari" ... : 5. 
6.  Español Bertran. Francesca. Els escenaris del rei. Arf  i monarquia a la Corona d'Aragó. Manrera: Angle, 
2001, dcals with al1 thr  royal residences: Adroer i Tasis, Anna Maria. Paiaus reiulsde Catalunya. Barcelona: 
edicions 62. 2003, illustrates the case of thr palaces in Cataionia alid Roussillon. 
7. "...notable houses and notably arranged, as well as buildings likc a great regimeni, und in rcceiving 
highly nobles persons. And note herc some great doctors wfio the magniticent prince must mainly attend 
to the work Ihat is awaitiiig, ihal ir be high and bcautiful and excellently done, that iiot to thc coin tbar 
will be and there must be a greai study of ir. as ir kilown and is enough and powerful" (Ferrer. Vicciit. 
Sermons. vol. 111, LXV, cited by Español Bertran, Franccsca. Eis escenaris de1 rei ..: 7; Eixinic~iis, Francesc. 
Dotzi 1iibredelCrestia. Segona part. ed. Curi Wiitlin et aiii. Girona: Col-legi Universitari de Girona-DipuLició 
de Girona. 1986: 1, 440). 
queens and, in general the mothers, wives, sisters and daughters of the successive 
occupants of the throne, arid their names are linked to it as, or more, closely than 
those of the men in the history of the Real in Valencia. 
It seems rhat James 11 was very involved in the renovation of the royal residences 
of the Crown of Aragon, given that under him al1 these factors began to operate in 
function of the circumstances of his kingdom and his particular political programme: 
the wedding with the French queen Blanca of Anjou, his Sicilian experience before 
succeeding his brother Alfonso in 1291 and the attempts to distinguish the royal 
house of Aragon from the French monarchy and also from the exclusive kingdom 
of Majorca can be adduced as the keys for understanding his idea of royal majesty 
and the role of art and architecture in this8. During bis reign, and especially between 
1302 and 132 1, the Real of Valencia was immersed in a process of works that has left 
its mark in the documentation of the Archive of the Crown of Araeon throueh the 
- - 
appointment of royal officials to supervise them, the interest in the reform of the old 
Islamic building and the preparations for lodging the king or members of his family 
during their stays in Valencia'. It can be diduced from-readirig the registers that 
most of the areas must have been covered by wooden roofs, but the master mason 
Guillem Vendrell in 1302 and the workers, among whom there were Musiims, also 
used brick, stone, colours and gold leaf for the decoration. Aibeit only by the name 
that indicates its principal function, we know of the existence ol a council chamber 
(domo ordinata adconsilium), stairs, porches, the wine cellar, baths and a chape1 that 
was decorated with stained glass windows in 1317. The documentation from that 
time distinguishes two kitchen gardens, one situated in front of the palace, in tlie 
plain of the Real, and another inside the building (intrus ipsum Regalem), and which 
would with time receive more carel0. 
The control of the works in the residence and ils gardens was under royal officials, 
who had to ensure that everything was prepared for the monarchs and their retinue. 
At first, as the monarch's representative in the capital of the kingdom, the "Baile 
general" of Valencia was responsihlc Tor this, but a custodian was soon designared 
for the Real together with an operarius or clerk of works to deal specifically with 
these tasks, with an annual salary and a post that tended to be handed down from 
father to son, if the king thought ir appropriate. This post was generally filled by 
rnen of trust of the monarch such as Berenguer de Sant Joan and his sons Pere 
Martí and Bertomeu". From wherever he was, the king ordered tbe "Baile" or the 
custodian of the Real to nreuare evervthine for the arrival of the court in Valencia. . . " 
given that as well as architecturai work, they had to clean and prepare the residence 
that would soon fill up with al1 the furniture and the household Eurnishings that the 
retinue brought. ~his-was done for the royal visit of James 11 in 1303, also by order 
of his first wife, Blanca of Anjou, between 1307 and 1309, or Eor the prcparation 
8. Espaiiol Bertran, Francesca. Elgotic calald. Mariresa: Angle, 2002: 59-64. 
9. Fullana. Lluis. "El palau" ..: 38-40; Maifinez Feirandcr, iesús Ernesto. "Nuevos datos inéditos sobre el 
palacio del 'Real' de Valencia". Boletín de la Sociedad Castellonen,re de Cultura, X X l  (1945): 165-174. 
10. Martínez Ferrando. Jesús Ernesto. "Nuevos datos...": 167-174. 
1 l .  Fullana. Lluis. "El oalau" ... : 38-40. 
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of the royal wedding with Mary of Cyprus in 1315. During bis stays, the monarch 
received visitors and diplomatic missions in the reception rooms of the palace. These 
included the envoys of Phillip IV (the Fair) of France with the arder to dissolve 
the military Order of the Temple in 1307 or the ambassador of Cyprus to arrange 
the marriage with Marie de Lusignan in 131412. Anyone who passed through the 
palace should take with them the memory of the majesty of the monarch and the 
surroundings, highlighted by wall hangings, tiled floors and polychrome and golden 
wooden ceilings, as well as the display of objects designed Sor exhibition on these 
occasions. What they saw was intended to he compared with what they knew 
from their places of origin or with the expectations of a new enterprise. Thus, an 
Aragonese noble of the Híjar lineage stated in his will of 1318 ihat the stained glass 
of his funerary chapel in Saragossa should he made "a la forma de la capiella del 
Real de Valencia" (in the styfe of the chapel of the Real in Valencia), that were at 
the same time the work of the same Berenguer of Palau who had installed them in 
the Zuda of Lleida". 
King Peter IV, ihe Ceremonious, often stayed in the Real and promoted a new 
stage of reforms and reconstruction during his long reign (1336-1387), although he 
had to face economic difficulties and the damage caused during the war with Castile. 
The Ordinacions de cort drawn up in 1344, following the model of the Palatine Laws 
of Majorca and the uses estabiished in the Crown of Aragon since the end of the 
13"' century, defined the ceremonial of the Aragonese monarchs in the following 
centuries and this must be seen as part of a project to organise the administration 
and rhe duties of the royal house, as well as the pomp, and the ceremonial and 
architectural sciting that should accompany the monarchIq. 
Between 1342 and 1345, Peter IV ordered Bernat Bertó to acquire various 
batches of columns of specific sizes, with bases, fleur-de-lis capitals and "taules" to 
be sent from Girona to Valencia, where Berenguer of Codinachs and Queen Mary of 
Navarre used them in "la obra del Real nostre" (ihe works on our Real); he ordered 
12. Martínez Ferrando. Jesús Ernesto. "Nuevas datos" ... : 169-174. 
13. Barcelona, Martín de. "La culrnra catalana duianr el regrial de Jaume 11". Esiudis franciscans. 92 
(1991): 394 documenrs rhe intervention by Berenguer de Palaii; Español Bertran, Prancesca. "El castillo 
real de lieida en época medieval". Anuario de EstudiosMedievales. 26 (1996): 437-485, especially pagc 483 
(imitation of the stained glass window in the chapel of the Real in a funeral chapel of the Híjars in the 
convent oí Santo Domingo in Saragossa). 
14. Jauine 111 de Mallorca. Lieis palatines. ed. Lloren$ Pérez Martínez, Gabriel Llompan, Marcel Duiiiat. 
Miquel Pasqual. Palma de Mallorca: Olañeta. 1991.2 volumes; Bofarull i Mascaró. Próspero. "Gobierno y 
Casa Real de los Monarcas de AruaÓn", Procesos de las antiquas Cortes y parlamentm de Cataluña. Araqón y m- 
i.ii:.i < ,.',.:.i>i i, ' ) , . i . , r i i i i i> ,  i r ~ . ' ~ . ! .  . i . / . ir.h!.  ~ i ; ; i i . ~ r . ~ l . / ~ ~ / . .  .:, i,, , . z i . i r . ~ . ' i , ,  i$,lc,< i, i i :  l ~ < 8 t , l i > \ i z i i i c  n1.1 
i ~ ,  g1111,<,) 1111. +dl i \ , i~l r  l. t\<Iu<i \ I i i i i í . i r i .  i X i J  \,, \: i r  illr i ~ i \ t ~ i i ~ ~ , ? i  i < l $ l i i > ~ !  l)i,i / ) ~ ~ i l c \ , ~ ) i  t r . i t i r~ . .~ i  
M. Gimeno Blvy is prepvring another modern critica1 version to appear soon undcr the auspices of rhe 
University of Valencia; meanwhile the rrudy. Le ieggipalatine di PietrO IVd'Aragona, ed. Olivetta Schena. 
Cagliari: CNR-istituto su¡ rapporti itala-iberici, 1983 is still valid; Carreras Candi, Francesc. "Ordenanzas 
para la Casa y Corte de los Reyes de Aragón (siglos XiII y XIV)". Cultura Esp~ñoia. 2 (1906): 327-338; for 
the precedenir in the Aragonese courl, see Carreras Cundi, Francesc.   red re^ de la Reyal Casa: ordena- 
ments dc Peie lo Gran e Anfós lo Liberal". Boletín de la Real Academia de Buenas Lenas de Barcelona, M 
(1909): 97-108; Jordán de Urrírs y Azura, José. "Las ordinarianes dc la corte aragonesa en los siglos Xm 
y XIV". Boieiin de la Keal Academia de Buenas Letras de Barcelona, VI1 (1913-1914): 220-229, 284-292. 
marbles to be brought from Roussillon and the Cerdanya for the work on the chapel 
in 1347'>. The former case was a series production that was used in other royal 
residences of the Crown of Aragon while in the second, the coloured marbles from 
the eastern Pyrenees were chosen for their polished finish and chromatic qualitiesih. 
In May 1345, the monarch paid Pon!: de Teixidor, the person in charge of the works, 
to travel to Perpigiian to receive the appropriate orders17. The columns must have 
been destined for some of the rooms in the palace, although most attention was 
dedicated to the chapel, whose notable ccremonial function as a place of worship 
was shown in the Ordinacions de cort. In the times of the Ceremonions, and imitating 
the residences in Majorca and Perpignan as well as the Aljafería of Saragossa, the 
Real of Valencia had two chapels with different dedications tltat were divided, like 
the apartmenrs of the palace, between the house of the king and that of the queen. 
This is shown by the iriventory of the goods of Queen Mary of Navarre, drawn up 
in Valencia in 1348, months after her death in the Real: the deceased's belongings 
were in the "ames de la cuyna de la senyora reyna" (in the queen's kitchen set), her 
saddies in the "arnes del of i~i  del cavalleriz" (her stable equipment); the "arnes del 
rebost" (pantry set) and that of the "botelleria" contained jewels of great symbolic 
and material value, such as crowns or diadems, luxurious fabrics and three oratorical 
images, among other objects; there was also mention of the "ornaments de les 
capelles" that made np the liturgical fnrnishings, in which the books stood outiR. 
In 1346, Peter 1V founded new chaplaincies and benefices in the chapel of the 
Real of Valencia: five priests were added to the royal chaplain that had existed since 
James 1's times, thus equalling the endowment (also increased) of the royal chapels 
in Saragossa and Barcelona. In her will, his wife Leonor of Sicily ordered three more 
bencfices to be established in the chapel of the Real of Valencia (two priests and a 
scholar), with which it would have overtaken the endowmeni of clergy of the other 
palatine chapels of the Crown of Aragon at that time". As in other residences of 
15. Note by Olivitr Poisson in Zaragoza Catalán, Artiiro. "Arquireciuras del gótico mediterránco", Unnar- 
quileciuragótica mzditerranea. Eduard Mira. Arturo Zaragoza. dirs. Valencia: Generalitat Valenciana, 2003: 
1, 159. 
16. Rubió i Lluch, Antoni. Documen1.i per /'historia de la culmra catalana mis-evol. Barcelona: lristitut 
d'Es1udis Catalans. 1921: 11, 75 (doc. LXXIV) foi thc news irom Febriiary and May, 1345: Rius Serra. 
.losé. "Més documeiris sobre la cultura catalana medicval". Esfudis Universilaris Calal~ns, 13  (1928): 165 
idocuments LXl1 and LXlil) contain two rets of six and eleven colim~ns ordcrcd in June aiid Julv 1342. 
dieval a la Corona dilragó,I=rancesc Fité, Joaquín Yana, ids .  Lleida: ~dfcions de la Universitat de Lleida- 
Institiit d'Estudis Ilerdenrs. 1999: 93-94. 
17. Rubió i Lluch, Antoni. Documentsper l'hisldria de la iulmra catolana. ..: 11, 75. 
18. Idoate. Florencio. "Inventario de los bienes de la Reina Doña María, esposa de Pedro IV, Rey dc 
Arugón". Príncipe de viana. VI11 (1947): 417-435. 
19. Teixidor, José. Antigüedades de Valencia (1767) ... : 1, 87; Orttz, Josf Mariano. Descubrirnienlos de las leyes 
palorinas ..: Rohfleisch, Günther. "Der Aufbau der Pfalzkapelle zu Valencia durch Peler IV". Homenaje a 
Johannes Vincke. Madrid: CSlC - Goerres-Gesellschaft zur Pflcge dcr Wissenschaft. 1962-1963: 1. 185-192: 
Vincke, Joliannes. "El derecho de patronato de la Corona de Aragón en el Reino de Valericia", Prinier 
Congreso de Historia del País Valenciano. Valencia: Universidad de Valencia, 1980: 1, 837-849. 

of the Real various times, as the city "era molt opressa per les grans carrechs que li 
convenia sostenir e per les obres de les murs i valls de la dita ~iutat" . '~  After truces, 
the war once more fe11 o11 Valencia in 1362 and the following spring the city was 
besieged by the Castilian troops until Peter 1 raised the siege on the l0lh of June, 
not without having previously occupied, sacked and burnt the Real, unprotected on 
the north bank of the Turia. By then the palace was, in the words of the historian 
Jerónimo Zurita, "una de las más principales casas reales que los reyes tenían en 
aquellos tiempos, que se llamaba El Real; de donde el rey de Castilla mandó llevar al 
alcázar a Sevilla unas muy hermosas columnas de jaspe que allí había"2'. Although 
the extent of the damage is not known, the narrative sources indicate that only 
one tower survived. from which the King ordered the standard captured from the 
Castilians when he freed Valencia from the siege to be flown, and the Ceremonious 
had to reside in the episcopal palace in 136426. The reconstruction was delayed for 
some time and was preceded by the monarch order's prohibiting the construction 
of buildings of a certain heighl around the city, with exception of the towers of 
the Real2'. In 1371, Peter IV, still using the Cambra Majar of the episcopal house, 
appealed to the Valencian municipal Council to contribute to paying for the works 
with the argument that the new residence would encourage the monarchs to spend 
more time in the city and that with them, a large number of courtesans and officials 
would arrive, along with foreigners attracted by celebrations, such as the tournament 
announced between an English knight and a French knight. The municipal assembly 
rejected the petition, urging the monarch to address himself to other cities that had 
helped the Castilians to burn down the palace, but some months Later, it contributed 
to financing the works on the Queen's palace in Barcel~na*~. It is probable that in 
these years what later sources would cal1 the "Real nou" was being built, that is, the 
24. "...very oppressed by the great loads that had to be borne and for the works oii thc walls and moats 
of thc mcntioned city", Archivo Municipal de Valencia. Manual de Consells, A-13, f .  49r (second hand). 
15 January 1359, despite the favourable agreenient adopted iii thc month of Septembcr 1356 to Projcct 
tlie monarchl iesidencc beiter. See Cárcel Orti. M'. Milagros; Trrnchs Odena, José. "El Conrell de Valen- 
cia: disposiciones urbanisticas (siglo XIV)". 1.a ciudad hispánica de los siglos XI al XVI .  Madrid: Universidad 
Complutense, 1985: 11 [En la EspañaMedieval, VI1 (1985)). 1481-1 545: specially 1507. 
25. ",..one of thc most important royal houses that the monarchs had in those times, which was cailed El 
Real; from whcrr the kiny of Castile ordered some very beautilul columns of jvspei thar were to be taken 
to the Alcázar in ~evil1e";~urira. Jerónimo. Analesdeja Corona de Aragón. ed. Angel Cancllas (of the text 
finished in 1580). Zaragoza: Institución Fernando el Católico. 1978. book IX, chaptei 45: IV, 462. 
26. Archivo Municipal de Valencia. Manual de Consells, A-14, f.  i r  (fifth hand). 12 May 1364. The 
"Jurats" swore their post on rhc day of Whitsun in the episcopal puluce. whrre King Pcter IV, tlie 
Ceiemonious, was then residing remporarily. Thc ncws about lhe standard raiscd on the only tower left 
standing can be read in. for example, Samper, Hipblito. Montera Ilustrada. Valencia: Jerónimo Vilagrasa, 
1669: 11, 479, n.  797. 
27. Aiany&, Luis. Aureum Opus. Valencia: 151 5. f .  139, rol. 3, Royal privilege of Percr 11 citcd by Ortil, José 
Mariano. Descubrirnienros de las Ieyts palatinas.. . 
28. Archivo Municipal de Valencia, Manual de Consclls, A-15. f. 171. 21 March 1371, cited by Cárcel 
Orti, Trenchs Odena. "El Consell de Valencia...": 151 1: hclp for the works on the Queen's palace in A-16. 
f.  93% 24 June 1372. 
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rectangular area situated further west, around two patios, as par1 of a fairly large 
reconstruction programme. 
In the end, the roya1 treasury had to cover the costs, which partly explains the 
slow pace of the works: in 1369 the channel that watered the gardens was lined 
with stone and lime, and in 1376 the monarch entrusted the master builder Bernat 
Boix opus regalis nosíri regii civitatis predicte, ac ipsum regale cum ortis et aliis suis perlinen- 
ciis universis, with the right to be called "maestro mayor" (official architect) of these 
works, as his predecessors in the post had been, especially the late master Vida1 
Auger, with the same salary and rights. The king's officials and the heirs of master 
Auger had to recognise him as "maestro mayor" of the Real and hand over the keys 
to the palaceZ9. The monarchs of the Crown of Aragon had followed this practice of 
honouring the master builders who had taken care of the works in other residences 
with the title of custodian, although in Valencia the post of custodian of the Real 
was later usually separated from that of tfie master of the palace works. Bernat Boix 
was one of the most famous master builders in the city at that time and had also 
been designated "maestro mayor" of municipal works a few months before; in 1388 
he was still magíster et custos hospicio r e ~ a l i s ~ ~ .  In 1382, the head of works at the palace 
was Joan Franch, who held the other prestigious post in Valencia, that of "maestro 
mayor" o1 the cathedral, and among the masons that accompanied him was Pere 
Balaguer, future builder of the Serranos gate. As well as the masonry work in walls, 
towers, doors and windows, part of the work must have been brickwork and of cer- 
tain interest3'. It is known that Peter iV ordered Faraig, the master of works from bis 
palace of the Aljafería, to come and "un dels millors mestres que y sien" to see that 
"nós havem comenqat de fer obrar lo Real de Valencia e havem trobada una obra de 
guix e de rejola fort profitosa, fot espeegada e de pocha messió", understood how it 
was done and made it in Saragossai2. In the same city, the painter Pedro Bernat was 
29. Rubió i Lluch, Antoni. Doumentsper ihistdriadela culturacaralano . . :  11. 180, doc. CXCUI. 
30. Serra Desfilis, Amadeo. "El fasto del palare inacabado. La Casa de la Ciudad de Valencia en los siglas 
XIV y XV", Historia de ia ciudad 111: Arquitectura y ronsformanón urbana en la ciudad de Valencia. Francisco 
Taberner. ed. Valencia: ICARO-Colegio Territorial de arquitectos-Ayuntamiento de Valencia-Univcrritai 
de Valencia, 2004: 73-99, about his role as master of the works on walls and moats in Valencia and thc 
Casa de la Ciudad. About his continuiry in the post until 1388, see Borla, Helios. "Animals ex6tics al 
Palau Reial de Valencia". Boletín de la Sociedad Casvllonense de Cultura, LXXV1Il (2002): 7 6 ,  
31. Archivo del Reino de Valencia. Mestre Racional, register 11604. year 1382, cired by Berchez, Joaquín; 
Gómez-Ferrer. Mercedes. "El Real de Valencia en sus imjeenes arouitecrónicas". Reales Sitios. 158 (2003): 
works on tlie Real. see Miquel Juan. Maiilde; Serra Desfilis. Arnadeo. "Pere Balaguer y la arquitectura 
valenciana entre los siglos XlV y XV", Historia de la ciudad IV: Memoria urbana, Francisca Taberner, dir. 
Valencia: ICARO-Colegio Territorial de arquitectos-Ayuntamiento de Valencia-Univeisitat de Valencia. 
2005: 89-1 11. 
32. "being one of the best rnasters [lo see that] we had bcgun to work on the Real de Valencia and h e  
found a very usefiil piere in piaster and tile. ii was fast and of litrlc cosr". Rubió i Lluch, Anioni. Docu- 
menU per l'hist6ria de la cultura catalana . . :  11, 255-257, daiument 265. interoieted as an unambieuour 
la arquitectura valenciana durante los siglos XIV, XV y XVY, Una arquitectura gótica mediterránea. Eduard 
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also commissioned to make a new altarpiece dedicated to Our Lady of the Angels. 
This image would become the incumbent of one of the royal chapels from then on 
while the other remained dedicated to Saint Catalina rnartyr". 
Thus, in Peter IV's times, the palace underwent important modifications, as even 
a wide reconstruaion, that shaped it as a notable royal residence in line with a 
generic model of use and distribution o! space well-known in the Crown of Aragon: 
arrangedaround one or more patios were the king's and queen's chambers, bedrooms 
and the chapels distributed on various floors. The noble floor was reached by a o  
open staircase that went up to the arched galleries on the upper floor. It is probable 
that the chamber over the entrance was one of the main ones, as can be understood 
in the tale of the Chronicle of the Ceremonious and that the access from outside. 
flanked by two towers recoynisable in the historical plans of the b~i ld ing '~ ,  at the 
sides of the door under the Chamber of the Angels, opened through a vestibule 
on to the patio with the principal staircase. On the ground floor, there was a "casa 
baixa", next to the main doorway of the Real. where the king could pronounce 
~ e n t e i i c e s ~ ~ .  As well as the rooms mainly for residential use by t h e  house of the 
king and that of the queen ("recambres, rcuets"), one or various rooms were for 
reception and scenarios for the manifestation of the royal power ("palaus, sales"). 
There were reception rooms where the monarch offered banquets, received the city 
authorities and foreign ambassadors and displayed his magnificence, then called 
Cambra de Paraments (chamber of the hangings), Cambra dels Timbres (Chamber 
oI the Seals), Cambra Blanca (White Chamber) or par excellence "palau", but the 
reception of less numerous retinues and the meetings of the royal council took 
in antechambers and neighbouring rooms to the great hall that acted in turn as 
between these areas and the semi-private apartments, The names of the main 
rooms coincided with those used in other palaces of the Crown of Aragon and 
their use must have been similar. In the great European palaces of that time, one 
of the towers often housed a representation chamber for certain ceremonies and 
this type of space can be rccognised, by its form and function, in the floors raised 
from 1371 in the main tower -known as the Troubadour Tower- in the Aljafería 
of Saragossa and in the so-called Cambra dels Angels (Chamber of the Angels) in 
-. ~ ~ ~~ 
Mira, Artuio Zaragoza, din. Valencia: Subsecretaria de Prornoció Cultural de la Generalitat de Valencia, 
2003: 11. 141. 
33. Ortiz, José Mariano. Desmbrimientos de las leyes palatinas ... 
34. About thr  surveying and the tigurative images o1 thc Real de Valencia, rre B6ichrz. Joaquín: Gómez- 
Ferrcr, Mercedcs. "El Real de Valencia en sus...": 33-47: Arciniega García. Luis. "Construcciones, usos y 
visiones del palacc del Rcal de Valencia bajo los Austrias". Ars longa. 14-15 (2005-2006): 129-179, erpe- 
ciaily 149-145 for ihe dating af the oidest plans (Madrid. Biblioleca Nacional, manuscript 18.225. f. 313) 
in 1560; Boira, Josep Vicent, dir. El Palacio Real. Los planos de Manurl Cavalieio (1802). Valencia: Ajunia- 
ment de Valencia. 2006 with rpecial emphasis on the lullest plans and shortly before tlie demoiition of 
the building, drawri by the engincer Manuel Cavallero in 1802. 
35. Pere 111 el Cerirnoniór. "Crbnica" ... : 1109: "E ans de la ferta de Nadal cinc dies. donam-los la sentencia 
en los nostre real, e n  la casa baixa. piés lo portal major". 
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the Real of Valencia3% This denomination could refer io pictorial decoration3' or 
sculptured pieces, such as the three wood angels with arms and heraidic elements of 
ihe dynasty cited in thc Valencian d~cumentation'~. In Valencia, as in the Aljafería 
in Saragossa, there was a "casa dels marbres" (house of marbles) and the excavations 
found pieces of this material from the lslainic era that were probably reused in the 
work on the ground floor of the Real in times of Peter IV, if not earlier3n. Other 
rooms mentioned in the documentation and the inventories in more than one 
palace are the Cambra dels Timbres, the Cambra Blanca, both known in Perpignan, 
Barcelona and Lleida, and the Cambra de Paraments, one of the main rooms and 
in Valencia must be identified with the one also called the "gran sala del Reyal"40. 
The figurative decoration probably also gave its name to places such as the one of 
the "papagayos" (parrots) or the one of the "garces" (magpies)". Thc Cambra de 
Paraments of the royal palace of Barcelona, known as "Tinell" from the name of 
the f~irniture that was used to display the monarch's luxury tableware, has reached 
our days through its restoration, but the same denomination was applied to other 
spaces in Perpignan, Valencia, Majorca or Saragossa and to one of the large rooms 
in European palaces such as tbe papal palace in Avignon or the royal palace of the 
Cité in Paris4'. 
In the Real was also the seat of the Audience from 1361 and the "Maestre Ra- 
cional", commissioned with supervising the accounts of the royal possessions, oc- 
cupied some chambers that eventually became an archive when the person iir this 
36. For thc spatial and functional organisation of the buildings, iiicliiding rhe residential tower, the 
apartmeiit and the represenration rooms, rce Albrcchr, Uwe. fler Adel'ritz im Miirelalter München-Bediri: 
Deutscher ICunstverlag, 1995: 79-130. 
37. Altliough ic srems improbahlc that it was inspired by tlie chape1 of Saint Michael in the papal palace 
in Avigr>or>, as has someriiner been thought. See Español Bertran. Francesca. "Ecos artísticos aviñoneses 
en la Corona de Aragón: la capilla dc los Angeles dcl Palacio Papa]", FlMedilerráneoj el Arte Español. Actas 
del X I  Congmo del Comité &pano/ de Historia del Ane. V6rlrncia. 1996. Valencia: Generaliiat Valenciana. 1997: 
58-68. Thr pinorial ornamentation was rcnewcd at the cnd of the 16"' century roa  design by the royal 
archirect Francisco de ,Mora, see Arriniega Garcia, Luis. "Construcciones, usos y visiones del palacio" ... : 
149. 
38. Sanchis Sivera, Jose. "La escultura valenciana en la Edad Media". Archivo de Arte Valenciano. X (1924): 
20. 
39. Algarra, Victoi; Lerina, Josep Vicenl; Pascual, Pepa; Ribera, Albert; Salavert Juan V. "Las excavaciones 
arqueológicas en el Palace Real", El Palacio Real. Los pianos de Manuel Cavallero (1802). Josep Viceni Boira, 
dir. Valencia: Ajunlament de Valencia, 2006: 33-46, especially: 35-40. 
40. Called sa in muriicipal documentation iii 1407. Archivo Municipal dc Valencia, Manuals de Consells, 
A-23, f .  183". Thc same source alludes shortly after to the electian oi the muhtasib d i n s  la Camlira dels 
Paraments" oi the Real on 27"' September 1407 ( f .  246"). 
41. Rubió Balaguer. Jordi. Vida española en épocagótica ..: 89-91. 
42. Albrechl, Uwe. fler Adelssitzim Mittelolter . . :  1 20-127. The typical dirtribution of the French royal resi- 
dences at the end oi tlic 14'Qcntury was the "chambre di1 roi-'hambre de ietiaii-chamlire a Iiarrr" (with 
direcl access from a large ceremonial staircase). two "sallis" and two "chambrcs". Sec Whitcley, Mary. 
"Royal and Ducal Palairs in France ln thc Fourtccnth and Fifteenth Centurics. Ii~terioi, ceremoriy and 
function", Aichitectur~ et "ir sociale. L'organiration intérieure dsgrandes démeum a l a j n  du Moyen Ase rr d la 
Renaissarice, Jean Giiillaume, dir. I'aris: Picard. 1994: 49-52; about Avignon, Schimmelpfennig, Beiiihard. 
"Ad niaiorem pape gloriam. Les fi~nctions des picccs dalis le palais des Papes d'Avignon". Architrcture ef 
vrE sociale. L'orpnisarion intérieiire desilrander demtures ..: 25-46. 
post was a Valencian, as happened from 1340 to 1408 with a parenthesis of fifteen 
yearsQ3. The municipal administration tried to help to put the archive of h e  "Maes- 
tre Racionalu into order with cupboards and shelves in 1392"". Other spaces served 
more prosaic purposes, but still connected to the life of the court, such as store- 
rooms, larders axid stables. 
Ornamental plants and species chosen for the recreation of the king and his rela- 
tives were grown in the gardens that had surrounded the old Islamic "almunia". 
However, these also reflected the authority of the monarch over the natural world, 
especially il they housed rare animals, which had been associated since early tinies 
with the monarchic power, such as lions and peacocks, that Peter the Cerernonious 
considered "abelliments de grans cases i plaers de ~enyors"'~. 
Around 1398, fray Anselrn nirrneda imagined in his Cobles de la divisió del Regne 
de Mallorques a "palau molt alt murat, de torres environat" (a very high walled 
palace surrounded by towers). because the palaces tended to retain something of 
the military aspect of the castles, in particular the towers afthough their usefulness 
for dcfence was arg~able'~. The towers were surely by then one oI the best-defined 
features of the irnage of the building that would last for centuries frorn the city, 
the bank of the Turia and the Llano of the Real. On special occasions, this served 
as a place for jousts, tournaments and celebrations in honour of the power of the 
prince, as happened on the royal entrance of John I in November 1392 or as a 
meeting place, as was determined for the funeral honours of Peter IV in 138747. 
In the interior, the materials and its polychromatic finish gave an added value to 
some rooms with a relatively simple structure: tiled floors, wooden roofs, wall 
paintings on profane themes and hangings. Although close to the walled enclosure, 
its peripheral position was considered ideal by authors such as Francesc Eiximenis 
on drawing up the theoretical model of "quina forma deu tener la ciutat bella i ben 
43. The Maeslre Racional ot the royal court who were aiso cirilens of Valencia were Dornenec de Clara- 
munt  (1337.1340). Joan F~rnández  Munyos (1340-13481, Berenguer de Codinachs (1348-1375) and 
Pere d'Artés (1390.l408). Crusellcs, Enrique. El Maestre Racional de Valencia. Valencia: Sindicaruia de 
Conlples-Alfons el Magnaiiim, 1989: 29. 
44. Vidal Beltráii. Eliseo. ValenOa en la época de Juan l .  Valencia: Universidad de Valencia. 1974: 166. 
45. Rubió Balagucr. Jordi. Vida española en épocagótica . . :  112-126; news about the custody oí these ani- 
m a l ~  in palvcer in ihe Crawn oí Arugon has been recompiled by vaiioris authors, including Adroer iTasis, 
Anna Maria. "Ariimals exbtics als palaus reials de Barcelona". Medievalia, 8 (1988): 9-22; "La posessió de 
lleons, símbol de poder", XV Congreso de Ifistoria de la Corona de Aragón, (Jaca, 20-25 de setiembre de 1993). 
Zaragoza: Gobierno de Aragón, 1996: 112. 257-268; Blasco Maníiiez. Antonio. "La casa de fieras de la 
Aljaferia de Zaragoza y los judíos". XVCongrvso de Historia de la Corona de Aragón ..: 112, 291-318; Boda, 
Helics. "Animals cx6iics ..." : 73-78. 
46. Rubió Balaguer, Jordi. Vida española en época gótica ... : 71. For allusions to olher residentes in the 
Crown of Aragon in the times of Petei IV, see the studies by Madurell Marimón, José María. "Pere el 
Cerimoniós i Ics obres públiques". Analecta Sacra Tariaconencia, XI (1935): 371-394; Adroer Tasis. Anna 
Maria. El palazi reial major de Barcelona. Barcelona: Ajuntament de Barcelona, 1979; Sobradiel, Pedro 
1. La arquiteciura de la Aijaferia. Esludio hi~tórim documental. Zaragora: Dipulación General de Aragón. 
1998; Durliat, Marcel. L'ait en el Kegne de Mallorca. Palma de Mallorca: Moll. 1989: 143-216; Español 
Bertran. Francesca. ''El cas~illo real de Lleida en  época medieval" . . :  452 and. in general. Español Bertran, 
Francesca. El$ escenarir del rei ..: 9-24. 
47. Vidal Beltián, Eliseo. Valencia en : 98-99, 118. 
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edificada". According to this Franciscan friar, "en lo costat de la ciutat déu star lo 
palau del príncep ben fort i alt, qui haja exida defora lo mur: axí que tvta vegada 
puxa rnetre dins la ciutat companya o lan puxa traer""; in Valencia, the city with its 
walls, the bridge of the Temple, the Rambla de Predicadores in tlie actual Plaza of 
Tetuán and the Real made up a well-defined urban layout. The height of the towers 
and the solidity of the walls took on a symbolic value to represent royal power while 
military relief for the city was guaranteed or from there, to the palace across the 
bridge over the Turia. 
The penury of the royal coffers and the visits of the monarchs to the palace 
continued to set the pace of the intcrventions, that hardly appears in the 
documentation known untii now: if in 1392 John 1 given his family's upcoming 
journey to Valenda, ordered the "Maestre Racional" Pere d'Artés to carry out very 
necessary works in the Real, he had to be warned that he hardly had enough funds 
to cover the cost, by lo that he requested economic assistance from the "Jurats" 
(councillors) and "prohombres" (worthies) of Castellón de la Plana and ordered 
the Maestre Racional and the Bailies of Sagunto and Castellón to invest al1 the 
income in the works in the palace4? Not by chance do sources from thc time 
emphasise that John 1 had "molt gran aparcll de casa" in the Valencian Real. As 
result, work was done on the king's wardrobe and in the queen's kitchen among 
other minor jobs under the supervision of Ramón Palau, "sotsobrer" of the king'O. 
In 1393, the works affected the stairs under construction and it appears that master 
Arnau Torres participated in thesei'. Given that the slays in Valencia by John 1 
and Prince Martin, his brother and lieir, became more frequent, as his father had 
predicted when demanding the help of the municipal exchequer, the works often 
appeared in the archive registers without the place or purpose of the works carried 
out being exactly known, although the details of the sum of the expenses and the 
administrative dispositions adopted do appear. The princes were general procuraiors 
of the kingdom and acted as such, sometimes from the Real of Valencia, although 
they had oot riscn to the throne. In 1391, Prince Martin arrived from the Real 
after receiving the warning about the attack on the Jewish quarter. Anyway, the 
interest of Manin 1 the Humane when he acted as king was centred on one of 
the chapels in the palace, as was to be cxpected given his devout character that 
48. "besidc the city there should be the srrong high palace of the prince. ihat has bern builr outwith thc 
walls: thus a1 al1 times a company can be put inside 11ie city or can be taken out", Eiximenis, Fruncesc. 1.0 
crertid (seleccid), ed. All>cn Hauf. Barcelona: edicions 62-la Caina, 1994: 188-189. 
49. Archivo de la Corona <Le Aragón, Can8llería. Curiar. regisrer 1949, f. 52". cited by Gironv Llagos~eia, 
Daniel. "Irinerari dcl rei En Joan 1". Ertudi,~ UniversilarisCntnlans. XiIl (1931): 144, 146. 
50. Archivo del Reino de Valencia, Mesire Radonal. iegisrer 91 57. 
51. Archivo de la Corona de Aragón, Reial Patiirnoni. Mestie Racional, register 393, f.  139 500 floiins 
were paid lo Francesc Alguecer. guard of thc Real dc Valencia ro spend on work on a staircase that "el dit 
senyor rey fa ter en lo dit Reyal" in May 1393: Archivo del Reino de Valencia, Bailía General, parchnient 
n" 221. invoice for 184 shillings and 10 coins lo Arnau Torres, master of works, far the laboui and mate- 
rial employed in tlic works in (he Real (30"' Dciernbci 1393). 
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financia1 centre for the Crown of Aragon to finance his military campaigns in the 
peninsula during the war with Castile, and in Italy for the conquest of Naplesi'. 
It was precisely from those years of that more abundant docunientation has been 
preserved about the constructive and functional aspects of the various rooms. Tn 
1422, the administratiori registcrs for the works already distinguished between the 
"Real vell" and the "non", the lattrr organised around a patio, wider and more 
regular than the former, where the building effort would be concentrated in those 
years, altliough the new had very probably been built in the times of Peter IV, the 
Ceremonious". 
Although the works were staggered over time, during almost the whole reign 
of these moilarchs (1416-1458), an effort was made to keep the apartments ol' the 
king and the queen in, along with their service annexes (such as the kitchens and 
the stables) well maintained and clean and adjust the distribution of the main places 
to their style of life, especially for Queen Mary, who spent more time in this resi- 
dence and died there. The foundation of the Archive of the I<ingdom -f Valencia in 
1419 also rcquired space to keep thc registers of the Cortes, the Maestre Racional, 
the Audience and the royal Chancellery and was probably on the ground floor ol 
the main patio. On the other hand, new places of representation were prepared for 
the political programme of exaltation of royal power in and from the city of Valen- 
cia conceived by Alfonso the Magnanimous bcfore the final conquest of Naples in 
1442. At the same time work was done on the extension and in the embellishment 
of the gardens, which becaine more important elements in the tandscaped area later 
known as the Llano del Real and the left bank of the Tuna. 
The queen occupied a well-defined sector of the palace around a small patio: 
that o1 her apartmeiits, with direct access to the upper chapel, in the so-called new 
Real, on the west ol the complex. In 1414, the painter Bertomeu Avda  was paid 
to paint the arms of the queen on "lo palau de la Senyora Reyna" and two other 
shields of thr  moriarch and the kingdom of Sicily "en lo portal de fora del Reyal" 
that projected from the main facade"'. The "cambres de la partida de la senyora 
reyna", as tlie contemporary documentation denominated them, were in the part of 
the "rambla", that means facing the old hed of the Turia and the so-calied "rambla 
de predicadors" for its proximity to the convent of Santo Domingo6'. Near her sister 
-in-law were the rooms of Princess Leonor, who married King Duarte of Portugal 
in 14336'. The queen's apartment was reached by a stair from a small patio at the 
back of the palace, different from the so-called patio o1 entrance, which was inuch 
59. Ryder. Alan. Ai/onso tkr Ma,~naninious. King ofAragon. Napies and Sicily 1396-1458. «xfor<i: Clarendon 
Press, 1990. 
60. For a different interprctatioli, that recognises a "Mudéjar phase" in the Works and ideiitifies the "Real 
vell" with the western part of the palace, see Algarra, Vícior; Lcrrna, .loscp Vicenl: Puscuai, Pepa; Ribera. 
Albert; Salavcrt. .Juan V. "Lar excavaciones arqueel~qicas en el Palacio Real" . :  33-46. 
61. Sanchis Sivera, José. Pintoresmedirvalesen Valencia. Barcelona: I.'Avenq, 1914: 14-22. 
62. Archivo del Reino de Valencia, Mescrc Racional, rcgisicr 11605. conditioning workr in this scctor of 
the palvce in thc autumri af 1423. 
63. Archivo del Reino de Valencia, Mestre Racional. register 9146, f. 7"-8r: register 9158, f .  3r. 
wideP4. These dependencies were linked to the chapel through a gallery or "naya" 
with stone arcades and covered with woodbi. The "guardaroba de la senyora reyua" 
was one of the main pieces and had a window iacing the stairs that descended to 
the gardens". The windows of this apartment were covered with waxed parch- 
ments, as was habitual at that time. Ir included two kitchens6', the "guardaroba", 
rooms for her maidservants and ladies-in-waiting, and from 1457, a "retret nou", 
a kind of private room that was added to the other small rooms of the same type". 
Another kitchen and more "retrets" were being prepared iu 1458, the year of her 
death, in the part of the palace that looked out "vers els pins sobre la cequia per 
servey i gran necessitat de la persona de la dita ~enyora"~'. These measures seem to 
respond to a proposal by Queen Mary to live a more retired life that would let her 
only use part of the palace extended by then. Evidence for that is that the "Cambra 
de I'Apartament de la senyora reyna", that is, the principal room of her residential 
wing, that linked with the Cambra de Paraments and the chapel was bricked up 
that year of her death to divide it into four parts for her maids7% The inventory of 
Queen Mary's goods and chattels drawn up shortly after her death confirm this 
impression on going over the route of the executors and witnesses in September of 
1458: in the Cambra of lady Toda de Centelles, treasurer and "comendataria" of the 
treasure, had jewels, silverware. relics and images of devotion; then they went on 
to the Cambra del Retret. where the cloakroom attendant Antonio Alemany con- 
fessed to having the crockery and silver that the queen's maids were keeping in his 
name. Mary of Castile had passed away in the Cambra del Cap de la Scala, but most 
of the valuahle material goods and of her court tife were then in the "guardaroba" 
and in the chamber of the "appartament", including books, reliquaries, tapestries, 
curtains, fabrics, embossed leather, carpets and hangings with various iconography, 
musical instruments and many other everyday objects, while in the Cambra of les 
Donzelles, rhere was mainly clothing and domestic furnishings. The kitchen, the 
larder arid the "museria" were used to store and prepare meals for the queen and 
64. Archivo del Reino de Valencia. iMestre Racional, iegistei 91 58, f. 8". 
65. Archivo del Reino de Valencia. Mestre Racional, register 91 36, f. 3, Mareu Leonart figures at  the head 
of the woikers. 
66. Archivo del Reino de Valencia. Mestre Racional. regisler 91 36 f. 4r. Thrie workr were undertaken by 
the master huiideis Francesc Martíand Mateu Leonart and the carpenters Joan Colon~er, Pere Romagosa 
and Miquel Samora with their assistants. 
67. The roofs of "cuyna maior de la senyora Reyna" and the "l'altra cuyna" were repaired in 1422. Ar- 
chivo del Reino de Valencia, Mestrc Racional, register 9133. 
68. Archivo del Reino de Valencia, iMcsIre Racional, register 91 38. 
69. "towaidi the pincs ovci Ihe channel for thc servicc and great need of the peison o1 the rnentioned 
lady", Archivo del Reino de Valencia, Mesrre Racional, registers 11609 and 9139. 
70. Archivodel Reino de \'alencia, Mestre Racional, regisreir 9138, 9139 and 9157. The building work was 
done by Francesc Marti and Cuillem 'Mate", while the carpentry was undertaken by Pere d'A1mangosa 
and Bernat Ruvio. 
her companions. In the stable, Mary of Castile had had at her disposal some mules 
with their harnesses7'. 
The queen's devote character and the conviction oí her husband to obtain divinc 
help in his enterprises almost completely explain the interventions in thc two 
chapels of the palace in the two floors of the old and new Real: one dedicated to 
Saint Catherine in the upper floor, next to the queen's apartment, and onc dedicated 
to Saint Mary of the Angels on the ground floor. The scenario of the worship in any 
of the two is usually evoked through the miniatures of Alfonso the Magnanimous' 
Psalter-book of hours in ihe British Library (sheet 281v). illuminated in Valencia by 
Leonard CrespP2. It shows a ceremony in the roya1 chapel, with the king and other 
members of his court attending the service in front of an altarpiece in the form 
of a trough, but it was really the queen who paid more interest in the liturgy and 
participated frequently. On thc other hand, the chapel was a place for exhibiting the 
relics belonging to the crown in the solemnities prescribed in the Ordinacions de cort 
by Peter the Ceremonious, and before being deposited in the caihedral oI Valencia, 
the Holy Chalice was in the chapel of the Real palace Eor some years with other 
pieces of the monarchs' religious treasure7?. In 1421, Queen Mary asked the Pope to 
raise the chapel of the Royal to the category of parish and urged bishop of Valencia 
to intercede in favour of her petition just when the gallery of stone arches that 
connected her apartment with the upper chapel superior was finished7$ it was also 
Mary of Castile who presented the relic of the Vera Cruz for public veneration in 
the chapel and she was attributed by later sources with endowing the lower chapel. 
But it was for the monarch to project an image of royal piety in this place of worship 
and representation, as shown by the payments by the treasury. In 1425, an image 
of Christ crucified was acquired for the chapel of the Royal from the Flemish Martí 
Bossa for a price of 300 gold florins, two years later an "oratori gran de fusta fet 
un cert lavar" for 1,100 shillings and in tbe following years, the carpenter Pasqual 
Thisve took care oí the furnit~re '~.  In 1426, the curtains and the place reserved 
for the monarch in the chapel were paid foP .  In 1449, the royal treasury paid the 
German sculptor Pere Staxar for a stone image that represenred the Passion of Cbrist 
7 1. Toledo Giraii, JosC. Invenrarios del Paiace real a la muerte de doña María, esposa de Alfoirso el Magnánimo. 
Valencia: Anales del Centro de Cullura Valenciana, Anejo 7. 1961. 
72. Villalba Dávalos, Anlparo. La minialurn vaieniinna en iosiigios XIVy XV Valencia: Alronso el Magnáni- 
mo. 1964: 129; Garría Marsilla. Juan Vicentc. "El poder visilile. Demanda y funciones del artc en  la corte 
de Alfonso el Magnánimo". Ars ionqa. 7-8 (1996-1997): 33-47. especially: 40-44. 
73. Español Bertra~i, Franccsra. Els esrenari dei rei . . .  : 112-121: Martín Lloris. Catalina. Las reiiquiasde la 
Capiila Reaien la Corona de Aragón y el Santo Cáiizde la Caiedraide Valencia. Valencia: Universitat de  Valencia, 
unpublished doctoral rhesis. 2004. 
74. Fullana, Lluis. "El Palau del Real". Culriira Vnienckna. V (1930): 236-238. 
75. Fullana. Lluis. "El Palau del Real". Culrura Vaienciana, TI (1927): 153-156; the woodrii oratory was 
bought from the Florentine. Moreto de Doni. sre Garcia Marsilla, .luan Vicente. "La cort d'Alfons el 
Magninirn i l'univers artíslic de Iu primera meitat del quatre-ceiils". Seu Velia. Anuarid'Hisrdria i Cuifura. 
5 (2001): 13-53. es~iecially 31: ior the works by Pasqual Esleve. including tlic headstock of rhe hell, the 
wooden pegs of the vaiilts, ihe altar. a n d a  cuphoaid. see Sanchis Sivera, JosC. "La escultura valenciana 
cn lo Edad ,Media". ArdivodrArte Vairnciaizo, X (1924): 3-28, particularly 16-17. 
76. García Marsilla. Juan Vicente. "La cort d'Alfons el Magninim i I'univers artistic" ... : 31. 
for the chapel of the king, although it cannot be ruled out that the destination of the 
piece was to be taken to Naples7'. In 1458, on his return from Naples Jacomart was 
commissioned to paint an altarpiece with scenes from the lile of saint Catherine and 
an image of the same saint in the central panel for "la capella que és dalt del palau 
reial, perquk el que hi havia estava molt vell'"? At that time, a new chapel, later 
called after the I<ings, was under construction in the convent oT Santo Domingo, on 
the other bank of the river, that could have housed the remains of Aifonso V and 
his wife if both of them had not changed their minds la~er '~ .  
However, the biggest and most significant effort for the history of the palace was 
applied to the reception areas and a new architectural image from 1420, when Bernat 
Mercader was appointed "guardia del Real" with the express task of undertaking 
reforms and improvemrnts in both the palace and the gardens80. In 1437, Alfonso 
the Magnanimous designated Joan of Bonastre custodian and suboperarius fabrice 
Palacii, posts in which he was confirmed by John 11 in 1458". It must be borne in 
mind that, as well as the apartments of the king and the queen, the Real housed the 
chamber of the Audience, from the times of Peter IV, and such special surroundings 
as the Cambra dels Angels, a rectangular room of considerable size that served as a 
link between the patios ol the "Real vell" and the "Nou". with a prominent presence 
in the principal facade of thc building in the form of a tower. In the "Real nou", a 
large rectangular reception room projened on the upper floor, next to the upper 
chapel, that must have been covered with tapestries and hangings and must be 
identified with the Cambra de Paraments, similar to those in other residentes of the 
monarchs of the Crown of Aragon. There were two patios in the interior of the "Real 
nou": the principal one with a great stone staircase that Francesc Baldomar rebuilt in 
1441, when it was about to collapsea2; and the lesser, called "of the queen" because 
the rooms of Mary of Castile were distribuied around ir. Notable reform works were 
carried out in the "Real vell" from 1420, beginning with the lower chapel, the royal 
77. Sanchis Sivera. José. "La escultura valenciana en la Edad Media" . :  22. 
78. " ... rhe chapel that is above the royal palace, because the one that was theie was very old". Framis 
Montoliu, Maite: Tolosa Robledo, Llriisa. "Fintorr medievals a la cort reial de Valencia', XVCongreso de 
Hirtoria de la Corona de Aragón (Jaca. 20-25 desepriembre de 1993). Zaragoza: Gobierno de Aragón, 1996: 115, 
431. 
79. Tolosa. Llu'isa: Vedreño, M". Carmen: Zaragorá. Arturo. La capella reia1d'Alfow.c el Magnanim de l'anric 
monesrir de predicadorr de Val2niia. Valencia: Generalitat Valenciana. 1997, 2 vols. 
80. Bernat Mercader wiir the nephew of Rerenguer Mercader. one of the king's men ol confidence. 
and would reach the titles of "cambrer" and "baile eeneral" o1 the Kinedom of Valencia and undertook 
Carlos. ~ o b i e z i  y p~der~oiitico. El Reino de Valencia (1416-1446). Valencia: Universilat dc Valencia, 2005. 
81. The task viro included looking after tlie animals and the garden. In 1459, John 11 acceptcd the peti- 
rion to renaine the post "alcaide" instead of "custodio". Fullana, Lluís. "El Palau del Reai'. Cultura Valen- 
ciana, IV (1929): 117-119. 
82. Bércher, Joaquín: Gómei.Ferrer, Mercedes. "El Real de Valencia en sus imágenes arquitectónicas" ... 
35; Góiriez-Ferrer Lozano, Mercedes. "Patios y escaleras de las palacios valencianos en el siglo XV", His- 
ioria de la ciudad Iv Memoria urbana, Francisco Taberner, dir. Valencia: ICARO-Ajuntament de Valencia, 
2005: 114-141, particularly 119. 
apartments and a large room between the towers of the facade that faced the riverbed. 
In 1423, the carpenter Guillem Just had built on the job a covered corridor with a 
wooden roof that linked the chamber of the Angels with the neighbouring tower of 
tlte old Real, where the apartments of the I<ing were situated in the times of Alfonso 
Va'. The Cambra del Rei with his "Lit de paraments" was in the norcheast tower of the 
"Real vell", with views over the gardens, near the Cambra dcls Angets and linked to 
it by a gallery os "naya" that vauited over the entrance arch to the gardens, but the 
monarch also hada "guardaroba" (cloakroom) with a "tinell" (dresser) io exhibit the 
luxury crockery, a "lit de rep6s" and a "recambra" or "estudi", that must have been 
the smallest and most resesved roonis"". Between tlre lowers of the facade of the old 
palace there was a large rectangular room, with an elaborate wooden ceiling and four 
larye windows of the type known as "finestres coronelles" or "finestres de corbes", 
that is wide reaangular gaps divided by columns with three-lobed decorative arches, 
like those that can still he seeii in the principal facade in various views vistas and 
the historical plans". New columns made in Girona between 1421 and 1423 were 
bought for this great room, mostly destined for the windows, but at least four of 
them ("paredecs") used to decorate the walls o£ the roorns6. A stone doonvay porcal 
opened onto the salon from the tower nearest to the stables, in the back part o£ the 
Reala7. This salon was prepared for its wails to be covered with hanyings such as 
tapestries, embossed leather, painted or brocaded fabrics, and had wooden benches 
and a "tinell" that characterised it as a principal space within the palacesa. Next io it, 
there was a smaller room "on se té consell secret", that means where the king met 
83. Archivo del Reino de Valencia, Mrstre Racional, register 11605. f .  ir:,"cobrir la naya e torra qui 
proceeix de la Can~bra drls AngrIs a una roira del Reyal vell". These works were done by Guillem Just, 
"mestre fuster" and "manobre'~. The carpenicr .laume Stopinyi supplied the wood "a obs de cobrir la 
Cambia de la Torre del Real ve11 qui 4s damunt la capella del dit Real e la naya e pasadís que havets feia 
fer en dita torre e la Cambra dels Angels del Real del senyor Rey c pez cobrir encara la casa q11e havets 
feta fer rrova en  la partida del dita Real vell". Archivo del Reino de Valencia, Bailía Cerierul. n" 44. f .  345". 
4 Dfceiiiber, 1423 
84. Arcliivo del Reirlo de Valencia. iMcstre Racional, register 11605. f .  79". 
85. Archivo del Reino de Valencia. Mestrz Racional. rreisier 11606. f.  2r: "certes obres en lo Reval vell ... 
" 
ca 6s en cobrir axíde fusta qués  eriire les .¡l. torres del di1 Reyal vell que respón enveis la rambla com en- 
cara en acabar de pedra les tinestres que són comericades de ter en la dita sala e en  altres obres necessiiies 
per acabar la dita sala" (1442). Among others, the workers on this iask included the carpenien Antoni 
Adzebro and thc master builder Francesc Raldomar on thc rnasoiiry und Jaume Gallén in the brickwoik. 
The works in this room were iinished between 1444 and 1445. Mestre Racional. register 11607, f .  1.9%; 
Sanchis Sivera. José. "La escultura valenciana en la Edad Media" ... : 43-44: Bércf~ez. JaaquÍn; Gámcc- 
Fcrrer. Mercedes. "EL Real de Valencia en rus imágenes arquitenónicas" ... : 35. 
86. Guiral Hadriiossif. Jacqurline. Valencia, puerto mediterráneo en elsiglo XV(1410-1525). Valencia: Aifons 
el Magnaiiim. 1989: 413; Español Bertran. Francesca. "Los materiales prefabricados gerundenses" ... : 94, 
102. 
87. Ardiivo del Reino de Valencia, Mestrc Racional, irgister 9137. 1453-1454: The sionc doorwiiy was 
worked by FMIICESC Bdldurcidi dnd other masuns and was fittcd wirh a Flanders aak door cut by Bernat 
Ruvio and other carpenrcrs. 
88. Archivo del Reino de Valencia, Mcstre Racional, register 11605, f.  31: in Novembei 1423 "barres" 
weic placed "a la gran sala per empaliar aquella"; the operation wus iepratrd in 1428 "per Lo convil que 
l'infant don Pedro, jermi del sciiyor Rey feii en la dita sala del Rcal". Mestre Racional. register 91 34, 25 
Janiiary, 1428. 
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the roya1 Council and a room "appellada dels u x e r ~ " ~ ~ .  The ushers in arms were in 
charge of the custody of the king and had lo remain in the antechamber of the royal 
chamber, according to the Ordinacions de cort of Peter the Ceremonious. Even at the 
end of the 1 81h century it was possible to read a black marble tablet with the inscription 
"cambra de uxer del senyor Reir' over the entrance to the main gallery of the palace, 
that in 1795 was decorated with the portraits of viceroys and captain generals who 
had governed the kingdom and must have served in their time as an antechamber 
to the royal lodgingsyO. The king endeavoured to acquire rich fabrics and hangings 
appropriate Sor lining the walls of these reception rooms, as was the custom in the 
epoch: in 1424 Alfonso the Magnanimous purchased a piece of satin and three rugs 
from the merchant Domingo Jaume by 40 gold florins to decorate aule nostre Regalis 
Consilii, that is, the chamber of the Royal Council, and ten years later a docurnent 
referred to the Flemish tapestries that it was thought to order from master Guillein 
del Vexell "pera parament del nostre Reyal de Valencia, axi per la gran sala del TineU 
com per la Cambra dels AngeUs i algunes altre~"~' .  The pavements were of tiles made 
in Manises and displayed the hadges, mottos and deeds of the Magnanimous, such as 
the "siti perillós", the open book or rniilet, as part of a carefully calibrated political and 
ornamental programmeg2. The decorative sculpture, especially in wood, must have 
had an important role in the decoration o£ the interior, with such curious elements as 
the three wooden angels with the arms and heraldic designs of the dynasty, perhaps 
intended for the Cambra dels hgels ,  the twelve capitals of thc great chamber, cut 
in wood "ab cares de baboyns" to hang the tapestnes or the three "bestions" and the 
polychromed carpentry of the door "de la primera cambra de la quarta torra del dit 
Reyal vell" (of the first. chamber of the fourth tower of the so-called old Real) cut by 
Marti Llobet in 1432, while the doorway and windows of the same tower had been 
sculpted in stone years hefore by Joan Llobetq3. The seat of the Audience in 1424 was 
in the so-called "casa dels marbres", on the ground floor, whose name must have 
alluded to the decoration with this noble stone or another similar one with a polished 
finish, that the Ceremonious had used in the Real before the 1363 fire; there was 
also a ceremonial chair for the I<ing or the person who represented his authority, but 
there was space left to lodge court servants for one of the silversmithsg4. 
It must be supposed that such settings were accesible ior a few, but the four 
towers built in the corners of the patio of the old dominated the silhouette of the 
89. Archivo del Reino dc Valencia, Mestre Racional, regisler 11605: "la casa on  se té consell secret, que 
hix a la gran sala" (f. 80"-81r); "la cambra del scnyor Rey aprés la Cambra deis ~ n g e l s  y una cambra 
qui hix a la sala gran appellada d'uxers". ( f .  881-v). The carpenter Jaurnc Estopinya n a d e  eighi beiiches 
for tlie Council chamber in 1435, see Sanchis Sivera, José. "La escultura valenciana en  la Edad Media". 
Archivo de Arte Valenciano. X (1924): 3-29: >l .  
90. Ortix Zaragozá. Mariano. "Lápida del Palacio del Real". Diario de Valencia, 8 Septenlber 1795. 
91. Madurell Marimón. José María. "Documents culturals..:': 396 (doc. 118). 397 (doc. 119). 
92. Algarra Pardo, Victor M. "Espacios de poder. Pavirnenios cerárnicos y escritura cn el Real de Valencia 
en  época de Alfonso el Magnánimo". XVCongreso de Hisloria de la Corona de Aragán ... : 113, 271.289. 
93. Archivo del Reino de Valencia, Mestre Racional, regisrer 11607. f. 38r; Sanchis Sivera, José. "La es- 
cultura valenciana en  la Edad Media" ... : 19-20. 
94. Garcia Marsilla. Juan Vicente. "El poder visible" ..: 45. 
fagade: the first, where the king's chamhers would be situated. was begun in 1420. 
It was covered with brickwork vaults on different levels linked by a stone staircase 
and was crowned with battlements and a bell tower in 1424*'. This one next to the 
gardens was soon followed the southeast lower in 1427, until by the fourteen-fifties 
the whole complex had been notably transformed. An idea of the importance given 
to these four crenellated towers and the one that rose over the Camhra dels Angeis 
can be gathered from 1434, when Joan Bonet was sent to Sicily to meet the king to 
present the models or 'mostres de les quatre torres fetes i ohrades en fusta"g6 and 
in 1441 the same was done with the tower that had to be built over the Cambra 
dels Angeisq7. In 1437, a clock was installed "damunt lo terrat del reyal" (above the 
terrace of the Real) in the wing of the building next to the garden. To decorate the 
clock house and the hell that rang the hours, 2,000 white tiles and a golden wind- 
vane with the crests of Aragon and Sicily were b o ~ g h t ~ ~ .  
The king concerned himself with the visihility of the palace from the city in the 
context of renovation of its externa1 aspect by ordering in Octoher 1427 the demoli- 
tion of a neighbouring kitchen garden "per emhelliment del dit Real per tant com 
empatxave la vista del dit Real" (to embellish the so-called Real as it impeded the 
view of the Real), whichalso meant uprooting the trees that were planted there. He 
also took into account the view from the royal apartments, as the monarch wanted 
that "tot allb fos plaga tant com era l'enfront de les cambres o partida qui respon 
vers la dita rambla on posa la senyora Reyna, per que lo dit enfront se mostris 
pus bell i hagues majar vista per mirar lo dit Real"99. 
In front of the palace, a square; behind it, stud farm, stables and gardens whose 
extension and care grew at the speed of the reforms of the apartments during the 
reign of the Magnanimous and Mary of Ca~ t i l e ' ~~ .  The rear facade of the old Royal 
hada gallery or "naya", easy to see in the vistas by Manceli (1608) and father Tosca 
(1704), whose appearance recalled the arcades looking out over gardens or privi- 
leged views or "paradisos" that there were in other royal residences of the Crown of 
95. Archivo del Reino de Valencia, Mestre Racional, rcgister 11605. 
96. "samples of thelour towers built and made of w o o d .  Sanchin Sivera, José. "La escultura valenciana 
en  la Edad Media" ... : 21-22. Extended and completed in Góinez-Ferier Lozano, Mercedes. "Artistas via- 
jeros entre Valencia e Italia. 1450-1550". Saiiabi. 50 (2000): 151-170. 
97. Archivo del Reino de Valencia. Real Patrimonio, Libro de cuentas de la Bailía. no 46, f. 38, cited by 
Sanchis Sivera. José. 'La escultura valenciana en la Edad ,Median ... : 42 and Sánchez Verduch, M" del 
Mar. "Maestros de obras en la Valencia gótica: personajes polifacéiicos". ,Sailabi, 48 (1998): 278. Jaurne 
Gulién earned 73 shillings for the material and laboui. 
98. Sanchis Sivera, José. "Relojes piiblicos en Valencia durante los siglos XIV y XV". Almanaque Las Pro- 
vincias. Valencia: Federico Doménerh. 1914: 223-231 
99. "al1 that place bccame a square in front ai the chambers or part thal iace :he strearn where the Qucen 
lives. so that the facadc were more beautiful and offered a better view to look at the Real". Archivo del 
Reino de Valencia. Mestrc Racional. register 9134, f. Ir-2r cited by Garria Marsilla, Juan Vicente. "El 
poder visible" ..: 36-37. Thc same information through another source in Corbin Ferrer, Juan-Luir. Desde 
los Jardinn deiReala la plaza de Tetuán, su entorno y su hisrnria. Valencia: Federico Dvménech, 1985: 68. 
100. The gardens of the Real were famous and the historiography has helped to maintain this nremory. 
See principally lnsausti Machinandiarena, Pilar de. Los jardines del Real de Valencia. Origen y plenitud. Va- 
lencia: Ayu~itaniieiito de Valeiida. 1993, espedally 29-69. 
Aragon, such as the Almudaina in Majorca or the royal palace of Barcelona in the 
times of Martin 1. This gallery could perhaps be linked to some indications of the 
records of Valencian works of the reign of Alfonso V referring to the reconstruction 
of the towers o£ the old Real, especially of the galleries orieiltated towards the river 
and the gardens. The documentation names some sectors of these kitchen gardens 
and the dependences associated with them, such as the "verger mayor" or the "ver- 
ger dels marbres"'"', the lion house, near the royal chape1 on the ground floor, and 
the "corral", where the livery stables and the royal baths were, undoubtedly sup- 
plied with water f r o n ~  the irrigation channel that also watered the gardens and the 
latrines on the ground floor of the towers of the old "Real"'o2. In 1447, iris known 
that various neighbouring gardens were purchased such as that of tbe notary Ber- 
nat Colomer, the Iarmer Pcre Guimeri and that of the canon Antoni San$, that were 
immediately walledlo3. 
The construction and decoration of these surroundings was the result of the col- 
laboration of numerous specialised tradesmen such as carpenters, sculptors, stone- 
masons, master tilers, painters and locksnliths among others. The list of these was 
very long and maybe cannot be completed without a more detailed examination 
of the documentation, but it includes many of the finest artists of the Valencia of 
Alfonso the Magnanimous such as the "inestres d'obra de vila" Guillem Just, who 
was master of the royal works, Jaume Gallén, who succeeded him in the post, or 
Francesc Martí, alias Biulaygua; the masons Francesc Baldomar, Miquel Navarro or 
Joan Sánxez; sculptors such as Martí and Joan Llobet, carpenters including Jaume 
Stopinyi or Antoni Adzebro; or master tilers from Manises such as Joan al Murci 
and Joan Nadal. among a large number of characters -some of them Muslim- 
who were working on al1 the tasks ilecessary to build, condition and decorate the 
rooms of the palace. This was work rhat combined techniques and materials (given 
that the use of stone was lin~ited compared with the abundance of wood or brick- 
work, with factories for rammcd earth and brick) to achieve a hospitable effect up 
to a point, but especially representative, tllat was orily reached in the covering of 
floors, ceilings and walls and the movement and the making of furniture where 
court life so required. 
The reigns of John 11 and Ferdinand 11 the Catholic were more frugal in 
docurnentary news for various motives: iil first place, it is highly probable that no 
large-scale works comparable to those by Alfonso V and his wife were done in the 
Real; but it must also be taken into consideration that the stays by both monarc'hs in 
the city, and thus in the palace, became briefer and more sporadic: the giiardian of 
the Royal, Joan of Bonastre, who had ocuipied this post in times of Alfonso V, took 
the title of governor irom 1459 and until the epoch of the viceroys, Germana of Foix 
and tbe Duke of Calabria, no  court used the palace as its main residente. Despite 
this, the improvements and reforrns of the dependencies did not stop but continued 
101. Archivo del Reino d e  Valencia. Mestre Racional. registei 91 59, f. 6v-7r. 
102. Archivo del Reiiio d e  Valencia. Mestre Racional. registei 9159. f. 14r-201. 
103. Archivo del Reino d e  Valencia. Mestre Racional, register 9135, f.  Ir, 311: register 11608. l. Ir. 
to provide the maximum comfort for the roya1 guests. Thus in 1459, work was done 
on the Queen's bath, and the master builder, Jaume Vinader, was sent to Barcelona 
"per veure hun bany a la de mossen Francés Dezpla, per fer-ne altre scmhlant en 
lo dit Real per obs de la Senyora Rcyna", María Enriquez, and the following year 
a copper tap was bought for the boiler of the bath that was then heing preparedi". 
Thc carpenters continued supplying furniture for the rooms of the Real in function 
of the needs. In 1459, Jaume Roig made a new bed for the king "en la sala de 
les cuatre torres" (room of the four towcrs), Garious tables and other beds for the 
visit of the Count ol Foix, and in 1465 Miquel Taravall madc "dos bastimcnts de 
cortinatge, la hú per a la cambra de la sala del dit Reyal, e I'altre per a la cambra 
de la sala nova""". Also around that time, the roof of the great hall built between 
the towers of the Royal was renewed that was qualificd in the documentation as 
"bosellada e molt bella"."'6 
An epoch in the history of the Valencian Real gradually camc to an  end. The 
monarchs needed other forms to express iheir grandeur and coriternplated the ho- 
rizan that stretched beyorid tlie sra. Alfonso V the Magnanimous, great reformer 
of the Valencia palace, establislled a new court in the Castel Nuovo in Naples, from 
where he wouid never return, with its irnpressive "Sala dei Waroni", and Fernando 
the Catholic after linking the destiny of the two branches of the Ikastámara dynasty, 
together with his wife Isabel, took charge of an unrivalled set of paiaces, the Alham- 
bra of Granada, so thc Real hecame just one more and almost never the first among 
the residences of the Hispanic monarchy. The legacy of thc Aragonese monarchs, 
real builders of thc medieval paiace, was admirable but was also somewhat heavy 
for the new times. Howevcr, the esteem for the medieval was maintained in succes- 
sive reforms of the residencc of thc viceroys and monarchs in Valenciako7, given that 
it housed the tradition and legitimacy of a dynasty and was the sounding board of 
the Crown in a city that still remained the capital of the kingdom for a time. 
104. "lo see a bath at thc oiie of misier Praircés Derrpla. to mukc anorher siinilar in ihe Real for rhe 
Queen". Sanchis Sivera, .José. L a  escultura valericiana cn la Edad Media" ... : 46. 
105. "lwo curtain framer, one Ior rhe room called the Royal chamber. and lile oihei Sor the chamber i i l  
rhe new room". Sanchis Sivcra. José. "La esciiltilia valenciana en la Edad iMedia" ... : 24-25. 
106. Bérctier, Joaquín; Gómcz-Ferrer. Mercedes. "El Real de Valencla e11 sus imágenes arquitectóiii- 
cas" ..: 35. 
107. Arcinifga Garcia. Luis. "Consriuccioncs, iisos y visiones del palacio del Real de Valencia" ... : 129-164 
for rhe period OS rhe Aiistrian moriarchs and Arciniega Gaicía, Liiii. "Constiuciiorirs, usos y visio!irs del 
Palacr del Real de Valencia bajo los Borhones". Archivo de Arte Valenciano, 86 (2005): 21-39 Ior the lasi 
dynasly io occupy ii. 
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